
EARN BY INVESTING 

IN CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

WITH A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS



ABOUT US

Kernite Capital is a cryptocurrency fund established in early 2017.

KERNITE CAPITAL DOCUMENTS:

THE FUND IS INTENDED

To create convenient, safe, and scalable strategies with a high return and easy 

entry on the cryptocurrency market. The Fund has two aggressive portfolio 

strategies – Rabbit Creek and         Blue Chips. 

There is also        Strategy RQ, a conservative strategy with risk hedging yet 

high returns inherent to the cryptocurrency market.

We strive to ensure maximum transparency and openness – investors and potential customers may ask the founders of the fund any questions they like.

VALUES

 Philosophy of teal organizations.

 Taking an active part in shaping an emerging industry and a new class of 

assets – promoting blockchain and creating financial value for our partners.

 The Fund's business strategy is based on openness to new ideas and a 

proactive, team-based approach to management.

MATHEMATICIANS 

Developing unique algorithms for 

building investment portfolios and 

special rebalancing techniques.

RISK MANAGERS 

Creating a sound mechanism for safe 

storage of investor funds. 

PROFESSIONAL TRADERS 

AND INVESTMENT ANALYSTS

Maximizing strategy returns and 

minimizing risks. 

ANALYTICS DEPARTMENT 

Making predictive and correlation 

models based on the interrelation 

between media analytics and Big 

Data, media monitoring, and 

automated discovery of emerging 

trends in the digital and expert event 

tracking in the blockchain industry.

Today, Kernite Capital is a team of more than 50 professionals, consistently 

investing funds made available by over 300 investors.

DOWNLOAD WHITE PAPER DOWNLOAD WEEKLY DIGEST

https://kernite.capital/files/kernite-index-fund-white-paper.pdf
https://kernite.capital/files/kernite-index-fund-white-paper.pdf
https://kernite.capital/files/digest.pdf
https://kernite.capital/files/digest.pdf


INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

This strategy is intended to minimize the investor's risks and keep high returns 

inherent to the cryptocurrency market.

• The strategy is active trading in the BTC/USD pair with 30 to 60 deals made 

per year. Starting 2013, the strategy test results varied from 90% to 250% per 

year in returns. In 2017, its results totaled 253%. From January to March 2018, 

RQ showed a 24% yield, while its drawdown was under 11%. 

• RQ can be used both in traditional and cryptocurrency markets regardless of 

the bull or bear trend domination. The risk does not go beyond 6.5% in short-

term deals and 5% in long-term deals thanks to strict Stop loss.

STRATEGY RQ
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For 2018 results, please visit the Kernite Capital website



INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

RABBIT CREEK

The strategy is intended to provide higher returns than funds held in Bitcoin 

alone. In this case, however, the funds are allocated based on a wider variety of 

cryptocurrencies – Top 100 by market cap in U.S. dollars as reported by 

Coinmarketcap.

Including many different coins in a portfolio allows us to considerable increase 

returns during the upward market trend as many altcoins are often gaining value 

faster than Bitcoin. However, there are also higher risks during the drawdown.

Portfolio investment strategies and Bitcoin price 

behavior compared

— Bitcoin    — Rabbit Creek Strategy
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For 2018 results, please visit the Kernite Capital website

2015 (Rabbit Creek ROI— 20,8%)

2016 (261,3%)

2017 (9177%)



INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

BLUE CHIPS

This strategy will allow the Investor to gain a basic access to the index of major 

cryptocurrencies. The portfolio is made up of the top 30 cryptocurrencies by 

market cap in U.S. dollars as reported by Сoinmarketcap.

With funds allocated in different coins, such a portfolio will provide higher 

returns in the case of the major cryptocurrency drawdown than funds held in 

Bitcoin alone.

The portfolio includes coins based on their traded value in U.S. dollars, market 

capitalization in U.S. dollars and USD price volatility (in the last 30 days), and 

significant media analytical trends, which might affect their exchange rate.
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Portfolio investment strategies and Bitcoin price 

behavior compared

— Bitcoin    — Blue Chips Strategy

For 2018 results, please visit the Kernite Capital website



INVESTORS

SECURITY

Automatic request to confirm

any transfer of funds

INVESTOR 

FUNDS

×
Theft of funds

By traders

×
Loss of funds

in the event of cyber 

attacks on exchanges 

and wallet

×
Physical duress

to the fund owner

3 administrators can only together confirm ×

a transfer inside a portfolio 

ADMINISTRATION

TRANSIT 

WALLET

Up to 3 BTC 

per day

RISKS:



SECURITY

Our understanding is that security is one of the key factors for us and our investors. There are many different things happening all around in the making and rapid 

development of the blockchain industry – crypto exchanges are closed; Ponzi schemes are uncovered; wallets are hacked; regulatory decisions are reversed. And our 

main task is to ensure the lowest possible risk of loss for the Investor funds that could be caused by hostile actions. To that end, the Fund uses cold and hot wallets for 

investment strategy management providing adequate data storage security and access control (safety deposit boxes).

We have built a multi-level security system to protect investor funds. Investor 

funds are added and withdrawn via a special gate wallet. This excludes a direct 

contact between deposits and withdrawals of funds and primary wallets of the 

Fund used to store investor funds.

All the funds are transferred from a transit account to primary accounts of the 

Fund by an automated system, requiring three independent administrators to 

confirm any transactions.

Every administrator checks if the transfer destination address is whitelisted. The 

whitelist is changed only by consensus of general partners of the Fund. 

Concurrently, all changes on the whitelist are formally protected and their 

operating necessity is justified for the Fund's business (going public on new 

exchanges, cold and hot wallets in order to further minimize risks and maximize 

liquidity).

The next level of protection ensures that the main assets of the 

Fund are safe. The Fund uses three exchanges, five hot and two 

cold wallets to store investor assets.

Exchanges and wallets enjoy the best reputation among their 

categories and selected to minimize the risk of loss in each of 

them. Hence, the risk of loss in more than one wallet is 

minimal.

One wallet may not store more than 15% of the total funds of 

the company.

All the funds are transferred between wallets for storage and 

portfolio rebalancing by an automated system, requiring three 

independent administrators to confirm any transactions.



TEAM

EDUARD SAYFUTDINOV

CEO, Co-founder

• Founder of Derevyannaya Usadba Construction Company.

• Founder of Surgut Business Accelerator.

• Winner of the Federal Young Entrepreneur of Russia 2016 Award, 

Discovery of the Year

Education

• Tyumen State University – company economics and management

• Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public 

Administration – management

• Capital Financial Humanitarian Academy – law

• Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public 

Administration – MBA

EVGENIY LARIONOV

GP, Co-founder

• Owner of Ex Libris Media Measurement Agency.

• Founder of Transformator Business Accelerator.

• Co-Founder of Experum Mentor Marketplace.

• Board Member at AMEC, AKOS, Skolkovo Alumni.

• Head of the Ethics Committee at SKOLKOVO Business School.

Education

• Peoples' Friendship University of Russia (RUDN) – applied mathematics

• Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO – Executive MBA

• MIT Sloan School of Management — Entrepreneurship & Innovation



CONTACTS

Telegram channel: @Kernitecapitalchannel

Telegram bot: @KBIFbot

Website: kernite.capital

E-mail: info@kernite.capital

Telegram support: @KerniteCapital

Telephone: +7 (495) 150-53-76

Adress: 12, Presnenskaya Embankment, Moscow City, 

Federation Tower East, Moscow

Public Offer Agreement

Risk Statement

Referral program

Referral programs are all available 

after signing up.

https://t.me/Kernitecapitalchannel
https://t.me/KBIFbot
http://kernite.capital/
mailto:info@kernite.capital
https://t.me/KerniteCapital
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up
https://invest.kernite.capital/user/auth/sign-up

